
Ref: NCB/CF22-34/220541 June 22, 2022

1. M/s.  PUSHPAK PRODUCTS I PVT LTD (PUPP)

Tel. No : 080 2366, 0
 Email: santhoshkhr@ext.ncbs.res.in,www.ncbs.res.in

GKVK, Bellary Road, Bangalore 560 065. India

National Center for Biological Sciences
Tata Institute of Fundamental Research

ENQUIRY

Dear Sirs

Please let us have your for the following:Quotation

S.No. Description Qty UOMItem Code

LSCSC0016481 Revamping the Existing Teak wood Meeting table - 8 seater   by replacing the
damaged beading , corners, supporting members | worn of parts like ajustable
bushes.... The entire surace to be neatly scraped with Emery paper to achieve
smooth and unfirom surface, filling the crevices with the approved filler.
Polishing with three coats of Melamine polish(Machine spray) to achieve
uniform shade  with natural grains visible.  Complete with necessary hardware
| accessories and inclusive of  loading | unloading the items and placing in
position, raw material, transportation , sundries, tools and taxes etc . After
completion of  polishing work the Furniture items should be wrapped for entire
surfaces during transportation and to be removed only after placing in position.
Any damages during transit to be addressed.
SIZE IN MM : 2350 X 1200 X 740MM

1.00 NO

LSCSC0016492 SAME AS SPECIFICATION MENTIONED IN ITEM NO 1.
SIZE : 1500 X 900 X 750MM

1.00 NO

LSCSC0016503 SAME AS SPECIFICATION MENTIONED IN ITEM NO 1
SIZE : 1760 X 940 X 780

1.00 NO

LSCSC0016514 Revamping the Existing Teak wood chair with arm are provided with cane for
seating and back rest, handles are suported with decorative verticals.  Existing
canes to be replaced similar to the existing with necessary beading , wooden
brackets at the corner with similar material to be provided to hold seat in
position,  bushes for legs  to be replaced etc.., . Existing surfaced  to be neatly
scraped with Emery paper to achieve smooth and even surface, filling the
crevices with the approved filler .  Polishing the entire surfaced  with three
coats of Melamine polish(Machine spray) to achieve uniform shade and natural
wood grains should be visible.   Complete with necessary hardware |
accessories and inclusive of  loading | unloading the items and placing in
position, raw material, trasportation , sundries, tools and taxes etc . After
complection of  polishing work the Furniture items should be wrapped for
entire surfaces during transportation and to be removed only after placing in
position. Any damages during transit to be addressed.

22.00 NOS

LSCSC0016525 Revamping the existing Teakwood antique medium height storage unit
consisting of 4 shutter.  Replacing the damaged hardwares, alignment,
replacing the worn out parts like beading, brackets, ajustable bushes......  The
entire surface  to be neatly scraped with Emery paper to achieve smooth and
uniform surface, filling the crevices with the approved filler and  Polishing
with three coats of Melamine polish(Machine spray) to achieve uniform shade
and natural grains to be visible . Complete with necessary hardware |
accessories and inclusive of  loading | unloading the items and placing in
position, raw material, trasportation , sundries, tools and taxes etc . After
complection of  polishing work the Furniture items should be wrapped for
entire surfaces during transportation and to be removed only after placing in
position. Any damages during transit to be addressed. Agency should help in
clearing the books and place them in the cartoon boxes until the work is
complected and place them in the book shelf after the work is complected.

1.00 NO

LSCSC0016536 Revamping the existing Teak wood Round Meeting table - 6 seater   by
replacing the damaged beading , corners, supporting members | worn of parts
like ajustable bushes....  The table top is placed on the centre leg with wooden
ties. The entire surace to be neatly scraped with Emery paper to achieve
smooth and unfirom surface, filling the crevices with the approved filler.

1.00 NO



LSCSC001653 Polishing with three coats of Melamine polish(Machine spray) to achieve
uniform shade  with natural grains visible.  Complete with necessary hardware
| accessories and inclusive of  loading | unloading the items and placing in
position, raw material, trasportation , sundries, tools and taxes etc . After
complection of  polishing work the Furniture items should be wrapped for
entire surfaces during transportation and to be removed only after placing in
position. Any damages during transit to be addressed.
SIZE : 1350MM DIA AND 800MM HEIGHT

LSCSC0016547 Revamping the Existing Teakwood antique Swivel chair consisting of fabric
seat and back  rest  provided with wooden rods for back supports. One of rod is
misplaces and same needs to be fabricated and fixed.  The seating fabric has to
be replaced with  cushion | necessary beading similar to the existing , wooden
brackets at bottom   | corner with similar material to be provided to hold seat in
position,  castors to be replaced etc.., . Existing surfaced  to be neatly scraped
with Emery paper to achieve smooth and even surface, filling the crevices with
the approved filler .  Polishing the entire surfaces  with three  coats of
Melamine polish(Machine spray) to achieve uniform shade and natural wood
grains should be visible.   Complete with necessary hardware | accessories and
inclusive of  loading | unloading the items and placing in position, raw
material, trasportation , sundries, tools and taxes etc . After complection of
polishing work the Furniture items should be wrapped for entire surfaces
during transportation and to be removed only after placing in position. Any
damages during transit to be addressed.

2.00 NOS

LSCSC0016558 Revamping the Existing teakwood antique  Chairs  consisting of seat and back.
Seat is provided with  natural cane and back with wood support.  The existing
canes to be replaced  similar to the existing with necessary beading , wooden
brackets at the corner with similar material to be provided to hold seat in
position,  bushes for legs  to be replaced etc.., . Existing surfaced  to be neatly
scraped with Emery paper to achieve smooth and even surface, filling the
crevices with the approved filler .  Polishing the entire surfaces with three
coats of Melamine polish(Machine spray) to achieve uniform shade and natural
wood grains should be visible.   Complete with necessary hardware |
accessories and inclusive of  loading | unloading the items and placing in
position, raw material, trasportation , sundries, tools and taxes etc . After
complection of  polishing work the Furniture items should be wrapped for
entire surfaces during transportation and to be removed only after placing in
position. Any damages during transit to be addressed.

11.00 NOS

LSCSC0016569 Revamping the existing antique Teak wood table with two drawers. Replacing
the damaged beading , corners, supporting members | worn of parts like
ajustable leg bushes, handles, drawer slide to be aligned.... The entire surace to
be neatly scraped with Emery paper to achieve smooth and uniform surface,
filling the crevices with the approved filler.   Polishing with three coats of
Melamine polish(Machine spray) to achieve uniform shade  with natural grains
visible.  Complete with necessary hardware | accessories and inclusive of
loading | unloading the items and placing in position, raw material,
trasportation , sundries, tools and taxes etc . After complection of  polishing
work the Furniture items should be wrapped for entire surfaces during
transportation and to be removed only after placing in position. Any damages
during transit to be addressed.

SIZE : 960MMX 700MM X 760MM

1.00 NO

LSCSC00165710 Existing Teakwood antique Diwan | Seat  with cane  for seating and back rest
is provided with decorative wood supports. The existing canes to be replaced
similar to the existing with necessary beading , wooden brackets at the corner
with similar material to be provided to hold seat in position,  bushes for legs  to
be replaced etc.., . Existing surfaced  to be neatly scraped with Emery paper to
achieve smooth and even surface, filling the crevices with the approved filler .
Polishing the entire surfaced  with three  coats of Melamine polish(Machine
spray) to achieve uniform shade and natural wood grains should be visible.
,legs , bushes and seats etc..,  Complete with necessary hardware | accessories
and inclusive of  loading | unloading the items and placing in position, raw
material, trasportation , sundries, tools and taxes etc . After complection of
polishing work the Furniture items should be wrapped for entire surfaces
during transportation and to be removed only after placing in position. Any
damages during transit to be addressed.
SIZE : 2000 X 500 X 800

1.00 NO

LSCSC00165811 Existing Teakwood antique Center table with glass top .  Kindly address the 1.00 NO



LSCSC001658 touch up work and provide bush for the leg.  The job can be addressed at
NCBS.
SIZE : 980X500X400MM

LSCSC00165912 Existing Teakwood antique carved Center table with glass top . Cleaning,
touch up polish  | providing leg bush at NCBS
SIZE : 750X480X470

1.00 NO

LSCSC00166013 Existing Teakwood antique carved Center table with glass top . Cleaning,
touch up polish, broken plain glass replacement  | providing leg bush at NCBS.
SIZE : 410X270X370

1.00 NO

LSCSC00166214 Existing Teakwood antique Diwan | Seat  with cane  for seating and back rest
is provided with decorative wood supports. The existing canes to be replaced
similar to the existing with necessary beading , wooden brackets at the corner
with similar material to be provided to hold seat in position,  bushes for legs  to
be replaced etc.., . Existing surfaced  to be neatly scraped with Emery paper to
achieve smooth and even surface, filling the crevices with the approved filler .
Polishing the entire surfaced  with three  coats of Melamine polish(Machine
spray) to achieve uniform shade and natural wood grains should be visible.
,legs , bushes and seats etc..,  Complete with necessary hardware | accessories
and inclusive of  loading | unloading the items and placing in position, raw
material, trasportation , sundries, tools and taxes etc . After complection of
polishing work the Furniture items should be wrapped for entire surfaces
during transportation and to be removed only after placing in position. Any
damages during transit to be addressed.
SIZE : 1500 X 500 X 900

1.00 NO

LSCSC00166115 TW ANTIQUE CHAIR. SAME SPECIFICATION AS MENTIONED IN
ITEM NO 14

2.00 NOS

LSCSC00166316 TW WOOD ANTIQUE CHAIR.
SAME SPECIFICATION AS MENTIONED IN ITEM NO 14.

1.00 NO

LSCSC00166417 Existing Teakwood antique Side Board provided with  4 shutter below and 4
drawers.  The top,sides and backing  surface to be scrapped complected  with
Emery paper to achieve smooth and even surface, filling the crevices with the
approved filler and  Polishing with three  coats of Melamine polish(Machine
spray) to achieve uniform shade and colour. The shutter | drawer units needs to
be aligned,repairing of worn out parts , replacing the damaged handles similar
to existing , leg bush and polishing touch up.  Complete with necessary
hardware | accessories and inclusive of  loading | unloading the items and
placing in position, raw material, trasportation , sundries, tools and taxes etc .
After complection of  polishing work the Furniture items should be wrapped
for entire surfaces during transportation and to be removed only after placing
in position. Any damages during transit to be addressed.Agency should help in
clearing the books/items and place them in the cartoon boxes until the work is
complected and place them in the book shelf after the work is complected.
SIZE : 2440 X 600 X 1020

1.00 NO

LSCSC00166518 Existing Teakwood antique Magazine Stand  : Touch up work at NCBS.

SIZE : 470 X 370X 600MM

1.00 NO

LSCSC00166619 Existing Teakwood antique Book Case consisting of the glass shutter with
intermediate shelves.. Outer surface to be scrapped complectely with Emery
paper to achieve smooth and uniform surface, filling the crevices with the
approved filler and  Polishing with three  coats of Melamine polish(Machine
spray) to achieve uniform shade and colour.  The damged beading for the
shutter/cornice to be replaced, repairing of worn out parts  like handle, leg
bushes  etc.., repairing of worn out parts of table such as beading,brackets,legs
, bushes and table tops etc..,Complete with necessary hardware | accessories
and inclusive of  loading | unloading the items and placing in position, raw
material, trasportation , sundries, tools and taxes etc . After complection of
polishing work the Furniture items should be wrapped for entire surfaces
during transportation and to be removed only after placing in position. Any
damages during transit to be addressed.Agency should help in clearing the
books/items and place them in the cartoon boxes until the work is complected
and place them in the book shelf after the work is complected.
SIZE : 920 X 380 X 1520

1.00 NO

LSCSC00166720 SAME SPECIFICATION AS MENTIONED IN ITEM NO 19
SIZE : 1230 X 420 X 2200MM

1.00 NO

LSCSC00166821 SAME SPECIFICATION MENTIONED IN ITEM NO 19 1.00 NO



LSCSC001668 SIZE IN MM : 1020X380X1750

LSCSC00166922 SAME SPECTION AS MENTON IN ITEM NO 19
SIZE : 1280 X 460X2200MM

1.00 NO

LSCSC00167023 SAME SPECIFICTION AS MENTIONE IN ITEM NO 19
SIZE : 1070 X 600 X 2000MM

1.00 NO

LSCSC00167124 SAME SPECIFICATION AS MENTIONED IN ITEM NO 19
SIZE : 1200 X 350X 1950MM

1.00 NO

LSCSC00167225 Existing Teakwood antique work desk consisting of drawer units on both the
sides.Repairing of worn out parts of table such as beading,brackets,legs ,
bushes,handles, drawer slides similar to existing etc..,  The entire surface to  be
neatly scraped with Emery paper to achieve smooth and even surface, filling
the crevices with the approved filler and  Polishing with three coats of
Melamine polish(Machine spray) to achieve uniform shade and colour.
repairing of worn out parts of table such as beading,brackets,legs , bushes and
table tops etc.., Complete with necessary hardware | accessories and inclusive
of  loading | unloading the items and placing in position, raw material,
trasportation , sundries, tools and taxes etc . After complection of  polishing
work the Furniture items should be wrapped for entire surfaces during
transportation and to be removed only after placing in position. Any damages
during transit to be addressed.Agency should help in clearing the books/items
and place them in the cartoon boxes until the work is complected and place
them in the book shelf after the work is complected.
SIZE : 1530 X 890 X 770MM

1.00 NO

LSCSC00167326 SAME SPECIFICATION AS MENTIONED IN ITEM NO 25
SIZE : 1500 X 900 X 770MM

1.00 NO

LSCSC00167427 TW ANTIQUE ROLL TOP TABLE
SAME SPECIFICATION AS MENTIONED IN ITEM NO 25
SIZE :1070 X 680 X 1130MM

1.00 NO

LSCSC00167528 Existing Teakwood antique Cabinet  with shutter. Repairing of worn out parts
of unit such as beading, wooden brackets,legs , bushes and handles etc..,  The
entire surface to  be neatly scraped with Emery paper to achieve smooth and
even surface, filling the crevices with the approved filler and  Polishing with
three coats of Melamine polish(Machine spray) to achieve uniform shade and
colour. repairing of worn out parts of table such as beading,brackets,legs ,
bushes and table tops etc.., Complete with necessary hardware | accessories
and inclusive of  loading | unloading the items and placing in position, raw
material, trasportation , sundries, tools and taxes etc . After complection of
polishing work the Furniture items should be wrapped for entire surfaces
during transportation and to be removed only after placing in position. Any
damages during transit to be addressed.Agency should help in clearing the
books/items and place them in the cartoon boxes until the work is complected
and place them in the book shelf after the work is complected.
SIZE : 1200 X 450 X 800MM

1.00 NO

LSCSC00167629 Existing  TW veneered storage for Instrument with Louvers.  Repairing of
worn out parts of unit such as beading, wooden brackets,legs , bushes and
handles etc..,  The entire surface to  be neatly scraped with Emery paper to
achieve smooth and even surface, filling the crevices with the approved filler
and  Polishing with three coats of Melamine polish(Machine spray) to achieve
uniform shade and colour. repairing of worn out parts of table such as
beading,brackets,legs , bushes and table tops etc.., Complete with necessary
hardware | accessories and inclusive of  loading | unloading the items and
placing in position, raw material, trasportation , sundries, tools and taxes etc .
After complection of  polishing work the Furniture items should be wrapped
for entire surfaces during transportation and to be removed only after placing
in position. Any damages during transit to be addressed.
SIZE : 460X560X660MM

1.00 NO

LSCSC00167730 Existing Teakwood veneered antique coffee tray  : Touch up work at NCBS.
SIZE IN MM : 570X430X660

1.00 NO

LSCSC00167831 Existing Teakwood antique magazine stand  : Touch up work at NCBS.
SIZE : 400 X 370 X 320MM

1.00 NO

* Agency should visit NCBS to examine the product before quoting.
* Cost should visit all raw materials, accessories, Transportation, Loading & unloading & GST.
* Offer your price bid as per Aneexure- A along with necessary documents.

NOTE :



The bids are liable to be rejected if the sealed envelope is not addressed to “THE HEAD-PURCHASE? with Tender Ref
No. and Item Description and due date. The bids delivered in person shall be dropped in Purchase Section. If the bids
are sent through courier or mail,it should reach by submission date and time and NCBS will not be responsible for the
delay.

3.QUOTATIONS RECEIVED AFTER THE DUE DATE SHALL BE REJECTED.
4.The validity of your quotation should be for 60 days from the due date.
5.All duties, taxes, surcharge and cess as currently applicable must be stated in yourquotation, separately. Otherwise
your quote is liable to be rejected.
6.Your quotation should indicate delivery period & warranty period.
7.Delivery to be made to our stores. Please indicate charges, if any extra. Transit Insurance should be done upto NCBS
Stores.
8.If you are unable to supply the quality, specifications or brand as mentioned in our enquiry,please state so and then
offer alternative to quality/specifications.
9.Payment: within one month after delivery & acceptance/satisfactory installation.
10.Please ensure that the enquiry number and the due date is superscribed on the envelope failing which your quotation
is liable to be rejected.
11.Since we are a public funded research institution, we are exempted from paying Customs duty (Except advolerum
duty of 5% + 2%Cess and 1% Cus Sec & High Edu. CESS vide Notification No.51/96 with latest amendments) and
excise duty vide Notification No. 10/97 CENTRAL EXCISE dated 01-03-1997 for all scientific equipments, technical
instruments, equipments  (including computers), their accessories, spares,consumables and software. Hence, please offer
your prices

12.If the item is covered under DGS&D rate contract, please quote the rate as per the DGS&D rate contract with
xerox copy of the DGS&D order.

13. Any dispute or differences that may arise between the parties shall be referred to the sole arbitration  of the Centre
Director or his nominees. The decision of the arbitrator shall be final and binding  on the parties. The venue for
arbitration shall be Bangalore. The provisions of the Arbitration and Conciliation Act, 1996  as amended from time to
time shall apply. The courts in Bangalore shall have  exclusive jurisdiction to deal with any or all disputes between the
parties.

2. DUE DATE FOR SUBMISSION OF QUOTATION AGAINST THIS ENQUIRY IS 13/07/2022 BY 5.30PM.

1. The quotation shall be submitted in a sealed envelope duly superscribed with the enquiry number, and the due
date  for  ......................... Ref No: 220541. The bids should be addressed and to be mailed/couriered  (sent by
post/courier) to 'THE HEAD-PURCHASE'.

14. TIFR is a public funded research institute and is entitled to concessionalrate of GST @ 5%for certain
items supplied for reresearch purpose vide notification no. 47/2017 and 45/2017 dated 14th Nov, 2017. The
offer should be submitted after fully considering the above notification.

15. Liquidity Damages:If the equipment/ items as per specifications in our P.O. is not supplied (shipped) within
the specified delivery schedule, then liquidated damages (not in terms of penalty) will be imposed
automatically and shall be deducted from the bill at the rate of 0.5% per week subject to a maximum of 10% of
the order value.

16. Income Tax at the applicable rates as per the Indian Income Tax Act 1961 will be deducted at source for
the services availed / ordered. In case of service provider, the rate of tax deduction shall be at 2% as per
Section 194C, and in case of fee for professional / technical services



Sl. No.
Images of each Existing 

Furniture item
Description of Furniture Item Size in MM Qty Rate Amount Remarks

1 2350x1200x740mm         1.00 

2 1500x900x750mm         1.00 

3 1760x940x780mm         1.00 

4

Revamping the Existing Teak wood chair with arm are provided with 
cane for seating and back rest, handles are suported with decorative 
verticals.  Existing  canes to be replaced similar to the existing with 
necessary beading , wooden brackets at the corner with similar material 
to be provided to hold seat in position,  bushes for legs  to be replaced 
etc.., . Existing surfaced  to be neatly scraped with Emery paper to 
achieve smooth and even surface, filling the crevices with the approved 
filler .  Polishing the entire surfaced  with three  coats of Melamine 
polish(Machine spray) to achieve uniform shade and natural wood 
grains should be visible.   Complete with necessary hardware & 
accessories and inclusive of  loading & unloading the items and placing 
in position, raw material, trasportation , sundries, tools and taxes etc . 
After complection of  polishing work the Furniture items should be 
wrapped for entire surfaces during transportation and to be removed 
only after placing in position. Any damages during transit to be 
addressed.

      22.00 

5

Revamping the existing Teakwood antique medium height storage unit 
consisting of 4 shutter.  Replacing the damaged hardwares, alignment, 
replacing the worn out parts like beading, brackets, ajustable bushes...... 
The entire surface  to be neatly scraped with Emery paper to achieve 
smooth and uniform surface, filling the crevices with the approved filler 
and  Polishing with three coats of Melamine polish(Machine spray) to 
achieve uniform shade and natural grains to be visible . Complete with 
necessary hardware & accessories and inclusive of  loading & unloading 
the items and placing in position, raw material, trasportation , sundries, 
tools and taxes etc . After complection of  polishing work the Furniture 
items should be wrapped for entire surfaces during transportation and to 
be removed only after placing in position. Any damages during transit to 
be addressed. Agency should help in clearing the books and place them 
in the cartoon boxes until the work is complected and place them in the 
book shelf after the work is complected.

1700x400x860mm         1.00 

6

Revamping the existing Teak wood Round Meeting table - 6 seater   by 
replacing the damaged beading , corners, supporting members & worn 
of parts like ajustable bushes....  The table top is placed on the centre 
leg with wooden ties. The entire surace to be neatly scraped with Emery 
paper to achieve smooth and unfirom surface, filling the crevices with 
the approved filler.   Polishing with three coats of Melamine 
polish(Machine spray) to achieve uniform shade  with natural grains 
visible.  Complete with necessary hardware & accessories and inclusive 
of  loading & unloading the items and placing in position, raw material, 
trasportation , sundries, tools and taxes etc . After complection of  
polishing work the Furniture items should be wrapped for entire surfaces 
during transportation and to be removed only after placing in position. 
Any damages during transit to be addressed.

1350x1350x800mm           1.00 

7

Revamping the Existing Teakwood antique Swivel chair consisting of 
fabric seat and back  rest  provided with wooden rods for back supports. 
One of rod is misplaces and same needs to be fabricated and fixed.  
The seating fabric has to be replaced with  cushion & necessary 
beading similar to the existing , wooden brackets at bottom   & corner 
with similar material to be provided to hold seat in position,  castors to 
be replaced etc.., . Existing surfaced  to be neatly scraped with Emery 
paper to achieve smooth and even surface, filling the crevices with the 
approved filler .  Polishing the entire surfaces  with three  coats of 
Melamine polish(Machine spray) to achieve uniform shade and natural 
wood grains should be visible.   Complete with necessary hardware & 
accessories and inclusive of  loading & unloading the items and placing 
in position, raw material, trasportation , sundries, tools and taxes etc . 
After complection of  polishing work the Furniture items should be 
wrapped for entire surfaces during transportation and to be removed 
only after placing in position. Any damages during transit to be 
addressed.

        2.00 

20.06.2022

Repolishing the Existing Teakwood Antique furniture

Revamping the Existing Teak wood Meeting table - 8 seater   by 
replacing the damaged beading , corners, supporting members & worn 
of parts like ajustable bushes.... The entire surace to be neatly scraped 
with Emery paper to achieve smooth and unfirom surface, filling the 
crevices with the approved filler.   Polishing with three coats of 
Melamine polish(Machine spray) to achieve uniform shade  with natural 
grains visible.  Complete with necessary hardware & accessories and 
inclusive of  loading & unloading the items and placing in position, raw 
material, trasportation , sundries, tools and taxes etc . After complection 
of  polishing work the Furniture items should be wrapped for entire 
surfaces during transportation and to be removed only after placing in 
position. Any damages during transit to be addressed.

Annexure -A

NCBS

Page 1 of 4



8

Revamping the Existing teakwood antique  Chairs  consisting of seat 
and back. Seat is provided with  natural cane and back with wood 
support.  The existing canes to be replaced  similar to the existing with 
necessary beading , wooden brackets at the corner with similar material 
to be provided to hold seat in position,  bushes for legs  to be replaced 
etc.., . Existing surfaced  to be neatly scraped with Emery paper to 
achieve smooth and even surface, filling the crevices with the approved 
filler .  Polishing the entire surfaces with three  coats of Melamine 
polish(Machine spray) to achieve uniform shade and natural wood 
grains should be visible.   Complete with necessary hardware & 
accessories and inclusive of  loading & unloading the items and placing 
in position, raw material, trasportation , sundries, tools and taxes etc . 
After complection of  polishing work the Furniture items should be 
wrapped for entire surfaces during transportation and to be removed 
only after placing in position. Any damages during transit to be 
addressed.

      11.00 

9

Revamping the existing antique Teak wood table with two drawers. 
Replacing the damaged beading , corners, supporting members & worn 
of parts like ajustable leg bushes, handles, drawer slide to be aligned.... 
The entire surace to be neatly scraped with Emery paper to achieve 
smooth and uniform surface, filling the crevices with the approved filler.   
Polishing with three coats of Melamine polish(Machine spray) to achieve 
uniform shade  with natural grains visible.  Complete with necessary 
hardware & accessories and inclusive of  loading & unloading the items 
and placing in position, raw material, trasportation , sundries, tools and 
taxes etc . After complection of  polishing work the Furniture items 
should be wrapped for entire surfaces during transportation and to be 
removed only after placing in position. Any damages during transit to be 
addressed.

960x700x760mm         1.00 

10

Existing Teakwood antique Diwan & Seat  with cane  for seating and 
back rest is provided with decorative wood supports. The existing canes 
to be replaced similar to the existing with necessary beading , wooden 
brackets at the corner with similar material to be provided to hold seat in 
position,  bushes for legs  to be replaced etc.., . Existing surfaced  to be 
neatly scraped with Emery paper to achieve smooth and even surface, 
filling the crevices with the approved filler .  Polishing the entire surfaced 
with three  coats of Melamine polish(Machine spray) to achieve uniform 
shade and natural wood grains should be visible.  ,legs , bushes and 
seats etc..,  Complete with necessary hardware & accessories and 
inclusive of  loading & unloading the items and placing in position, raw 
material, trasportation , sundries, tools and taxes etc . After complection 
of  polishing work the Furniture items should be wrapped for entire 
surfaces during transportation and to be removed only after placing in 
position. Any damages during transit to be addressed.

2000x500x800mm         1.00 

11
Existing Teakwood antique Center table with glass top .  Kindly address 
the touch up work and provide bush for the leg.  The job can be 
addressed at NCBS.

980x500x440mm         1.00 

12
Existing Teakwood antique carved Center table with glass top . 
Cleaning, touch up polish  & providing leg bush at NCBS

750x480x470mm         1.00 

13
Existing Teakwood antique carved Center table with glass top . 
Cleaning, touch up polish, broken plain glass replacement  & providing 
leg bush at NCBS. 

410x270x370mm         2.00 

14

Existing Teakwood antique Diwan & Seat  with cane  for seating and 
back rest is provided with decorative wood supports. The existing canes 
to be replaced similar to the existing with necessary beading , wooden 
brackets at the corner with similar material to be provided to hold seat in 
position,  bushes for legs  to be replaced etc.., . Existing surfaced  to be 
neatly scraped with Emery paper to achieve smooth and even surface, 
filling the crevices with the approved filler .  Polishing the entire surfaced 
with three  coats of Melamine polish(Machine spray) to achieve uniform 
shade and natural wood grains should be visible.  ,legs , bushes and 
seats etc..,  Complete with necessary hardware & accessories and 
inclusive of  loading & unloading the items and placing in position, raw 
material, trasportation , sundries, tools and taxes etc . After complection 
of  polishing work the Furniture items should be wrapped for entire 
surfaces during transportation and to be removed only after placing in 
position. Any damages during transit to be addressed.

1500x500x900mm         1.00 

15

Existing Teakwood antique chair  with cane  for seating and back rest is 
provided with decorative wood supports. The existing canes to be 
replaced similar to the existing with necessary beading , wooden 
brackets at the corner with similar material to be provided to hold seat in 
position,  bushes for legs  to be replaced etc.., . Existing surfaced  to be 
neatly scraped with Emery paper to achieve smooth and even surface, 
filling the crevices with the approved filler .  Polishing the entire surfaced 
with three  coats of Melamine polish(Machine spray) to achieve uniform 
shade and natural wood grains should be visible.  ,legs , bushes and 
seats etc..,  Complete with necessary hardware & accessories and 
inclusive of  loading & unloading the items and placing in position, raw 
material, trasportation , sundries, tools and taxes etc . After complection 
of  polishing work the Furniture items should be wrapped for entire 
surfaces during transportation and to be removed only after placing in 
position. Any damages during transit to be addressed.

        2.00 
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Revamping the Existing Teak wood chair with arm are provided with 
cane for seating and back rest, handles are suported with decorative 
verticals.  Existing  canes to be replaced similar to the existing with 
necessary beading , wooden brackets at the corner with similar material 
to be provided to hold seat in position,  bushes for legs  to be replaced 
etc.., . Existing surfaced  to be neatly scraped with Emery paper to 
achieve smooth and even surface, filling the crevices with the approved 
filler .  Polishing the entire surfaced  with three  coats of Melamine 
polish(Machine spray) to achieve uniform shade and natural wood 
grains should be visible.   Complete with necessary hardware & 
accessories and inclusive of  loading & unloading the items and placing 
in position, raw material, trasportation , sundries, tools and taxes etc . 
After complection of  polishing work the Furniture items should be 
wrapped for entire surfaces during transportation and to be removed 
only after placing in position. Any damages during transit to be 
addressed.

        1.00 

17

Existing Teakwood antique Side Board provided with  4 shutter below 
and 4 drawers.  The top,sides and backing  surface to be scrapped 
complected  with Emery paper to achieve smooth and even surface, 
filling the crevices with the approved filler and  Polishing with three  
coats of Melamine polish(Machine spray) to achieve uniform shade and 
colour. The shutter & drawer units needs to be aligned,repairing of worn 
out parts , replacing the damaged handles similar to existing , leg bush 
and polishing touch up.  Complete with necessary hardware & 
accessories and inclusive of  loading & unloading the items and placing 
in position, raw material, trasportation , sundries, tools and taxes etc . 
After complection of  polishing work the Furniture items should be 
wrapped for entire surfaces during transportation and to be removed 
only after placing in position. Any damages during transit to be 
addressed.Agency should help in clearing the books/items and place 
them in the cartoon boxes until the work is complected and place them 
in the book shelf after the work is complected.

2440x600x1020mm         1.00 

18 Existing Teakwood antique Magazine Stand  : Touch up work at NCBS. 470x370x600mm         1.00 

19 920x380x1520mm         1.00 

20 1230x420x2200mm         1.00 

21 1020x380x1750mm         2.00 

22 1280x460x2200mm         1.00 

23 1070x600x2000mm         1.00 

24 1200x350x1950mm         1.00 

25 1530x890x770mm         1.00 

26 1500x900x770mm         1.00 

Existing Teakwood antique Book Case consisting of the glass shutter 
with intermediate shelves.. Outer surface to be scrapped complectely 
with Emery paper to achieve smooth and uniform surface, filling the 
crevices with the approved filler and  Polishing with three  coats of 
Melamine polish(Machine spray) to achieve uniform shade and colour.  
The damged beading for the shutter/cornice to be replaced, repairing of 
worn out parts  like handle, leg bushes  etc.., repairing of worn out parts 
of table such as beading,brackets,legs , bushes and table tops 
etc..,Complete with necessary hardware & accessories and inclusive of  
loading & unloading the items and placing in position, raw material, 
trasportation , sundries, tools and taxes etc . After complection of  
polishing work the Furniture items should be wrapped for entire surfaces 
during transportation and to be removed only after placing in position. 
Any damages during transit to be addressed.Agency should help in 
clearing the books/items and place them in the cartoon boxes until the 
work is complected and place them in the book shelf after the work is 
complected.

Existing Teakwood antique work desk consisting of drawer units on both 
the sides.Repairing of worn out parts of table such as 
beading,brackets,legs , bushes,handles, drawer slides similar to existing 
etc..,  The entire surface to  be neatly scraped with Emery paper to 
achieve smooth and even surface, filling the crevices with the approved 
filler and  Polishing with three coats of Melamine polish(Machine spray) 
to achieve uniform shade and colour. repairing of worn out parts of table 
such as beading,brackets,legs , bushes and table tops etc.., Complete 
with necessary hardware & accessories and inclusive of  loading & 
unloading the items and placing in position, raw material, trasportation , 
sundries, tools and taxes etc . After complection of  polishing work the 
Furniture items should be wrapped for entire surfaces during 
transportation and to be removed only after placing in position. Any 
damages during transit to be addressed.Agency should help in clearing 
the books/items and place them in the cartoon boxes until the work is 
complected and place them in the book shelf after the work is 
complected.
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Existing Teakwood antique Roller top desk consisting of drawer units on 
one  side with pigeon holes at rear end of the table. Repairing of worn 
out parts of table such as beading,brackets,legs , bushes,handles, 
drawer slides similar to existing etc..,   The entire surface to  be neatly 
scraped with Emery paper to achieve smooth and even surface, filling 
the crevices with the approved filler and  Polishing with three coats of 
Melamine polish(Machine spray) to achieve uniform shade and colour. 
repairing of worn out parts of table such as beading,brackets,legs , 
bushes and table tops etc.., Complete with necessary hardware & 
accessories and inclusive of  loading & unloading the items and placing 
in position, raw material, trasportation , sundries, tools and taxes etc . 
After complection of  polishing work the Furniture items should be 
wrapped for entire surfaces during transportation and to be removed 
only after placing in position. Any damages during transit to be 
addressed.Agency should help in clearing the books/items and place 
them in the cartoon boxes until the work is complected and place them 
in the book shelf after the work is complected.

1070x680x1130mm         1.00 

28

Existing Teakwood antique Cabinet  with shutter. Repairing of worn out 
parts of unit such as beading, wooden brackets,legs , bushes and 
handles etc..,  The entire surface to  be neatly scraped with Emery 
paper to achieve smooth and even surface, filling the crevices with the 
approved filler and  Polishing with three coats of Melamine 
polish(Machine spray) to achieve uniform shade and colour. repairing of 
worn out parts of table such as beading,brackets,legs , bushes and 
table tops etc.., Complete with necessary hardware & accessories and 
inclusive of  loading & unloading the items and placing in position, raw 
material, trasportation , sundries, tools and taxes etc . After complection 
of  polishing work the Furniture items should be wrapped for entire 
surfaces during transportation and to be removed only after placing in 
position. Any damages during transit to be addressed.Agency should 
help in clearing the books/items and place them in the cartoon boxes 
until the work is complected and place them in the book shelf after the 
work is complected.

1200x450x800mm         1.00 

29

Existing  TW veneered storage for Instrument with Louvers.  Repairing 
of worn out parts of unit such as beading, wooden brackets,legs , 
bushes and handles etc..,  The entire surface to  be neatly scraped with 
Emery paper to achieve smooth and even surface, filling the crevices 
with the approved filler and  Polishing with three coats of Melamine 
polish(Machine spray) to achieve uniform shade and colour. repairing of 
worn out parts of table such as beading,brackets,legs , bushes and 
table tops etc.., Complete with necessary hardware & accessories and 
inclusive of  loading & unloading the items and placing in position, raw 
material, trasportation , sundries, tools and taxes etc . After complection 
of  polishing work the Furniture items should be wrapped for entire 
surfaces during transportation and to be removed only after placing in 
position. Any damages during transit to be addressed.

460x560x670mm         1.00 

30
Existing Teakwood veneered antique coffee tray  : Touch up work at 
NCBS.

 570x430x660mm         1.00 

31 Existing Teakwood antique magazine stand  : Touch up work at NCBS. 400x370x320mm         1.00 

                                  -   

Before quoting the agency should visit NCBS and examine the condition of the furniture item . NCBS 
will provide only gate pass for addressing the jobs. Agency should provide details of the company & 
address, contact details, valid ID proof & Registration certificate. NCBS officals will visit your 
premises before awarding the order .

Grand Total  including GST , loading & unloading, placing in position, transportation charges, work 
will taken in two phases,covering during transportation and all accessories.
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Micro and Small Enterprises (MSEs):  
1. Micro and Small Enterprises (MSE) must, along with their offer, provide proof of their being registered as 
MSE (indicating the terminal validity date of their registration) for the item tendered, with any agency 
mentioned in the notification of the Ministry of Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises (Ministry of MSME)  
2. The MSEs are exempted from payment of earnest money and tender fees subject to furnishing of relevant 
valid certificate for claiming exemption as per privilege rules of Government of India. 
3. The bidder submits registration of Udyog Adhar Memorandum (UAM) by Ministry of Micro Small and 
Medium Enterprises (MSME) vendors on Central Public Procurement Portal (CPPP). The bidders who fail to 
submit UAM number shall not be able to avail the benefits available to MSEs as contained in Public 
Procurement Policy for MSEs Order 2012 issued by MSME. 

 
 

PRICE 
The Tenders to be quoted in INR. For imported goods, to be quoted in currency of the approved 
currency from RBI. The price/s quoted shall be firm till the complete execution of the order. All details 
relating to price, price breakup, inland transportation, documentation, taxes and duties, levies, freight 
charges, delivery terms, mode of payment, mode of Despatch, Insurance should be clearly stated.  
This invitation is only for Class “1” and Class “2” Suppliers as prescribed in “Public Procurement 
(Preference to Make in India) order 2017 of GOI.  Dept of DIPP” (OM No. P-4502/2/2017-PP(BE-II) 
dated 04th June, 2020.  Necessary certification for local content must be submitted by the prospective 
bidders strictly as per  Annexure – 2 attached with the tender document. 
For indicating the price, the tenderers may choose any/all of the following:  The ‘Class-I Local Supplier’ / 
‘Class-II Local Supplier’ at the time of tender, bidding or solicitation shall be required to indicate 
percentage of local content and provide self-certification that the item offered meets the local content 
requirement for ‘Class-I Local Supplier’ / ‘Class-II Local Supplier’ as the case may be.   
 
As per O.M No. F.No.6/18/2019-PPD, dt.23/07/2020, the following condition to be fulfilled and the 
bidder to submit the following declaration on their Letter head. 
I.  Any bidder from a country which shares a land border with India will be eligible to bid in this 
tender only if the bidder is Registered with the Competent Authority. 
II. “Bidder” (including the term ‘tenderer’, ‘consultant’ or ‘service provider’ in certain contexts) 
means any person or firm or company, including any member of a consortium or joint venture (that is 
an association of several persons, or firms or companies), every artificial juridical person not falling in 
any of the descriptions of bidders stated hereinbefore, including any agency branch or office controlled 
by such person, participating in a procurement process. 
III. “Bidder from a country which shares a land border with India” for the purpose of this Order 
means:- 
 a.  An entity incorporated, established or registered in such a country; or 
 b. A Subsidiary of an entity incorporated, established or registered in such a country; or 
 c. An entity substantially controlled through entities incorporated, established or registered 
in such a country; or 
 d. An entity whose beneficial owner is situated in such a country; or 
 e. An Indian (or other) agent of such an entity; or 
 f. A natural person who is a citizen of such a country; or 
 g. A consortium or joint venture where any member of the consortium or joint venture falls 
under any of the above. 



Declaration of Compliance of Order (Public Procurement No.1, 2 & 3) dtd 23-Jul-2020 & 24 
Jul 2020 on Restrictions under Rule 144 (xi) of the General Financial Rules (GFRs), 2017 
 
This declaration must form part of all tenders & it contains general information and serves as a 
declaration form for all bidders.  (Before completing this declaration, bidders must study the 
General conditions.  Definitions, Govt Directives applicable in respect of Public Procurement No.1, 
2 & 3) dtd 23 Jul 2020 & 24 Jul 2020 on Restrictions under Rule 144 (xi) of the General Financial 
Rules (GFRs), 2017 & prescribed tender conditions). 
 

DECLARATION BY AUTHORISED SIGNATORY OF THE FIRM 

I, the undersigned, ............................................................................................ (full names), do hereby 
declare, in my capacity as ................................................................................................... of M/s. 
....................................................................................................... (name of bidder entity), that:  

 

1)  The facts contained herein are within my own personal knowledge. 

 

2)  I have read the Order (Public Procurement No.1, 2 & 3) dtd 23 Jul 2020 & 24 Jul 2020 on the 
subject of Restrictions under Rule 144 (xi) of the General Financial Rules (GFRs), 2017 regarding 
restrictions on procurement from a bidder of a country which shares a land border with India and 
comply to all the provisions of the Order. 

 

3)  I certify that M/s. ................................................................................. (name of bidder entity) is not 
from such a country or, is from such a country (strike out whichever is not applicable), has been 
registered with the Competent Authority.  I hereby certify that the SUPPLIER fulfills all requirements 
in this regard and is eligible to be considered.  (Where applicable, evidence of valid registration by the 
Competent Authority is attached). 

 

4)  I understand that the submission of incorrect data and / or if certificate / declaration given by M/s. 
......................................................................................... (name of bidder entity) is found to be false, 
this would be a ground for immediate termination and further legal action in accordance with law as 
per clause 12 of the Public Order on Restrictions under Rule 144 (xi) of the General Financial Rules 
(GFRs), 2017. 

 

 

AUTHORISED SIGNATURE: ___________________             DATE: __________________ 

 

Seal / Stamp of Bidder 

 


